
Unique Selling Points 

• The Netherlands is a leading knowledge economy with a 
strong international position and reputation.  

 
• The two-tier system in the Netherlands offers a broad 

spectrum and a continuum of higher education and research 
(curiosity-driven and practice oriented research) 

 
• The teaching and research culture, in which freedom of 

expression, intellectual independence, curiosity and the right 
to questionning are paramount. 

 
• Dutch higher education offers a very broad range of English 

taught programmes at all levels (Bachelor’s, Master’s, PhDs). 
As a non-English-speaking country, the Netherlands is unique 
in this respect.  

 
• Close cooperation between the higher education institutions 

and industry. There are many opportunities to gain work 
experience during one’s studies. For those who have 
completed their studies, the Netherlands is also an attractive 
county in which to settle* 

 
• A level playing field for students. The entry criterion is that all 

students should all have an equivalent level of prior education, 
as well as sufficient mastery of English. 

 
• Study programmes that focus on global challenges, and which 

can also train the middle tiers of the workforce. 
  

 

Higher Education and Research in the Netherlands 
 
Internationalization is essential for The Netherlands to continue 
developing as a knowledge economy and boost its innovative 
strength and competitiveness. We - Dutch research universities 
and universities of applied science alike - choose to play an active 
role in global knowledge networks, in the vanguard of knowledge 
transfer, development, and application. We regard 
internationalization of our higher education institutions as a 
challenge demanded by society. Internationalization has to be part 
and parcel of teaching and research, helping to strengthen their 
quality. Our vision is to express this more forcefully through a 
number of shared aspirations to: 
• equiping Dutch students with the relevant, widely applicable 

knowledge and international skills for their future professions 
in the Netherlands and beyond;  

• boosting the contribution made by international students and 
staff to the Dutch knowledge economy; 

• achieving greater synergy between the brands “Nederland 
kennisland” and Holland branding; and 

• broadening and deepening strategic cooperation: Investing in 
global knowledge networks and facilitating the physical 
mobility of staff and students. 

All of this will require even more of a focus on a common profile: 
Netherlands as knowledge economy (Nederland Kennisland), the 
place to be when it comes to acquiring, developing and passing on 
knowledge.  Universities are taking up the challenge to establish 
the Netherlands as a global brand in order to ensure a place in the 
top five knowledge economies. 
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